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The concept of “Herd Immunity” is a total Crock – a Complete LIE!  It is a manufactured 
deception to persuade you to get vaccinated – to DESTROY your health – and even to 
KILL you and your children! 
 
This completely NONSENSICAL and FALSE idea that a certain number or people in a 
community MUST be vaccinated in order for “everyone to be safe” is as ABSURD as it 
can get!   
 
If Vaccines actually WORKED – then those who have been vaccinated would NOT be 
at ANY risk from someone who was NOT vaccinated. 
 
The accepted “definition” of “Herd Immunity” is: 
 

“In most cases, herd immunity is not achieved without an effective vaccine.  The 
percentage of the population that needs to be infected (or supposedly to receive 
a vaccine) to achieve herd immunity is estimated to be between 70% and 90%, 
and this is assuming lasting immunity is possible.” 

 
But there is absolutely NO SCIENCE to back up this totally PHONY “definition.”  NO 
STUDIES have been done to back up this stupid, fraudulent conclusion. 
 
The spurious idea of “Herd Immunity” was concocted for ONE reason and ONE reason 
only, to FRUADULENTLY persuade people to get the vaccination, and for healthcare 
workers and those vaccinated to “SHAME” those who are smart enough NOT to get 
injected with these POISONS! 
 
The CDC LIES!  The NIH LIES! Fauci LIES!  Brix LIES! And Trump LIES! 
 
They are ALL LYING!  You can’t believe a word that comes out of their mouth. 
 
EVEN BEFORE THE VACCINE: 
 



Football players are falling all over each other in football games, and huddling in 
huddles WITHOUT mask. 
 
Football commentators are standing 6 feet apart on the sound stage but NONE of them 
are wearing masks. 
 
(Jew) California Governor Newsom has told Hollywood that they can go back to work as 
usual – they are an “ESSENTIAL” business (yeah!  They need them to make more 
PROPAGANDA), WITHOUT the use of masks OR social distancing. 
 
Antifa and Black Lives Matter can protest and burn the country down with NO “Social 
distancing” and that’s just FINE with the Illuminati Jews. 
 
Can’t You See the FRAUD??? 
 
This is a totally FAKE “pandemic” designed to be a “cover” for bringing Communism into 
America, and for DESTROYING small businesses, CRASHING the economy for us – 
the little people – and bringing MANDATORY vaccinations to KILL US! 

 


